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Unnderstannding thee Significance off Trusts
This issue of The
T
Wealth Advisor
A
addresses a top
pic that is
imp
portant to many
m
Americ
cans yet is sometimes
s
misundersto
ood
- trrusts. In the
e right circumstances, trusts
t
can provide
significant adv
vantages to those who utilize
u
them, particularly in
pro
otecting trus
st assets fro
om the crediitors of bene
eficiaries.
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The Gad
dzo Law Firm
m is
an estate and tax
planning law firm. We
use ourr expertise and
a
knowled
dge to help
families
s like yours plan
for pres
sent and futture
life challlenges.

Adm
mittedly this
s can be a complex
c
top
pic, but you see its
imp
plications in the headlin
nes every da
ay. This new
wsletter
atte
empts to sim
mplify the subject and explain the general
pro
otection trus
sts provide for
f their cre
eator (the "ttrust maker"")
as well as the trust benefiiciaries. Given the numerous types
s of
trusts, this new
wsletter exp
plores only the
t
most common
varrieties. We encourage
e
y
you
to seek the counsell of your we
ealth
planning team if you have
e questions about the application
a
o
of
the
ese concepts
s to your sp
pecific situattion, or if yo
ou have
que
estions abou
ut specific ty
ypes of trus
sts.
Rev
vocable vs
s. Irrevocable Trusts
The
ere are two basic types
s of trusts: revocable
r
trrusts and
irre
evocable tru
usts. Perhap
ps the most common type of trust is
i
rev
vocable trusts (aka revo
ocable living
g trusts, inte
er vivos trus
sts
or living trusts
s). As their name
n
implie
es, revocable trusts are
e
fully revocable
e at the requ
uest of the trust
t
maker. Thus, asse
ets
transferred (orr "funded") to a revocable trust rem
main within the
con
ntrol of the trust
t
makerr; the trust maker
m
(or trust makers
s if
it is
s a joint rev
vocable trust) can simply revoke th
he trust and
hav
ve the assetts returned. Alternative
ely, irrevocable trusts, as
a
the
eir name imp
plies, are no
ot revocable
e by the trus
st maker(s).
Rev
vocable Liv
ving Trusts
s
As is discussed
d more below, revocablle trusts do not provide
e
ass
set protectio
on for the trrust maker(s
s). Howeverr, revocable
e
trusts can be advantageou
a
us to the ex
xtent the tru
ust maker(s)
transfer property to the trrust during lifetime.
Pla
anning Tip:: Revocable trusts can be excellentt vehicles fo
or
disability plann
ning, privacy
y, and probate avoidan
nce. Howeve
er, a
rev
vocable trust controls only that pro
operty affirm
matively
transferred to the trust. Absent
A
such transfer, a revocable trust

may not control disposition of property as the trust maker
intends. Also, with revocable trusts and wills, it is important to
coordinate property passing pursuant to contract (for example,
by beneficiary designation for retirement plans and life
insurance).
Asset Protection for the Trust Maker
The goal of asset protection planning is to insulate assets that
would otherwise be subject to the claims of creditors. Typically,
a creditor can reach any assets owned by a debtor. Conversely,
a creditor cannot reach assets not owned by the debtor. This is
where trusts come into play.
Planning Tip: The right types of trusts can insulate assets
from creditors because the trust owns the assets, not the
debtor.
As a general rule, if a trust maker creates an irrevocable trust
and is a beneficiary of the trust, assets transferred to the trust
are not protected from the trust maker's creditors. This general
rule applies whether or not the transfer was done to defraud an
existing creditor or creditors.
Until fairly recently, the only way to remain a beneficiary of a
trust and get protection against creditors for the trust assets
was to establish the trust outside the United States in a
favorable jurisdiction. This can be an expensive proposition.
However, the laws of a handful of states (including Alaska,
Delaware, Nevada, Rhode Island, South Dakota, and Utah) now
permit what are commonly known as domestic asset protection
trusts. Under the laws of these few states, a trust maker can
transfer assets to an irrevocable trust and the trust maker can
be a trust beneficiary, yet trust assets can be protected from
the trust maker's creditors to the extent distributions can only
be made within the discretion of an independent trustee. Note
that this will not work when the transfer was done to defraud
or hinder a creditor or creditors. In that case, the trust will not
protect the assets from those creditors.
Planning Tip: A handful of states permit what are commonly
known as domestic asset protection trusts.
Given this insulation, asset protection planning often involves
transferring assets to one or more types of irrevocable trusts.
As long as the transfer is not done to defraud creditors, the
courts will typically respect the transfers and the trust assets
can be protected from creditors.
Planning Tip: If you are concerned about personal asset
protection but are unwilling to give up a beneficial interest to

protect your assets from creditors, consider a domestic asset
protection trust or even a trust established under the laws of a
foreign country.
Asset Protection for Trust Beneficiaries
A revocable trust provides no asset protection for the trust
maker during his or her life. Upon the death of the trust maker,
however, or upon the death of the first spouse to die if it is a
joint trust, the trust becomes irrevocable as to the deceased
trust maker's property and can provide asset protection for the
beneficiaries, with two important caveats.
First, the assets must remain in the trust to provide ongoing
asset protection. In other words, once the trustee distributes
the assets to a beneficiary, those assets are no longer
protected and can be attached by that beneficiary's creditors. If
the beneficiary is married, the distributed assets may also be
subject to the spouse's creditor(s), or they may be available to
the former spouse upon divorce.
Planning Tip: Trusts for the lifetime of the beneficiaries
provide prolonged asset protection for the trust assets. Lifetime
trusts also permit your financial advisor to continue to invest
the trust assets as you instruct, which can help ensure that
trust returns are sufficient to meet your planning objectives.
The second caveat follows logically from the first: the more
rights the beneficiary has with respect to compelling trust
distributions, the less asset protection the trust provides.
Generally, a creditor "steps into the shoes" of the debtor and
can exercise any rights of the debtor. Thus, if a beneficiary has
the right to compel a distribution from a trust, so too can a
creditor compel a distribution from that trust.
Planning Tip: The more rights a beneficiary has to compel
distributions from a trust, the less protection that trust
provides for that beneficiary.
Therefore, where asset protection is a significant concern, it is
important that the trust maker not give the beneficiary the
right to automatic distributions. A creditor will simply salivate
in anticipation of each distribution. Instead, consider
discretionary distributions by an independent trustee.
Planning Tip: Consider a professional fiduciary to make
distributions from an asset protection trust. Trusts that give
beneficiaries no rights to compel a distribution, but rather give
complete discretion to an independent trustee, provide the
highest degree of asset protection.
Lastly, with divorce rates at or exceeding 50% nationally, the
likelihood of divorce is quite high. By keeping assets in trust,

the trust maker can ensure that the trust assets do not go to a
former son-in-law or daughter-in-law, or their bloodline.
Irrevocable Life Insurance Trusts
With the exception of domestic asset protection trusts
discussed above, a transfer to an irrevocable trust can protect
the assets from creditors only if the trust maker is not a
beneficiary of the trust. One of the most common types of
irrevocable trust is the irrevocable life insurance trust, also
known as a wealth replacement trust.
Under the laws of many states, creditors can access the cash
value of life insurance. But even if state law protects the cash
value from creditors, at death, the death proceeds of life
insurance owned by you are includible in your gross estate for
estate tax purposes. Insureds can avoid both of these adverse
results by having an irrevocable life insurance trust own the
insurance policy and also be its beneficiary. The dispositive
provisions of this trust typically mirror the provisions of the
trust maker's revocable living trust or will. And while this trust
is irrevocable, as with any irrevocable trust, the trust terms can
grant an independent trust protector significant flexibility to
modify the terms of the trust to account for unanticipated
future developments.
Planning Tip: In addition to providing asset protection for the
insurance or other assets held in trust, irrevocable life
insurance trusts can eliminate estate tax and protect
beneficiaries in the event of divorce.
If the trust maker is concerned about accessing the cash value
of the insurance during lifetime, the trust can give the trustee
the power to make loans to the trust maker during lifetime or
the power to make distributions to the trust maker's spouse
during the spouse's lifetime. Even with these provisions, the
life insurance proceeds will not be included in the trust maker's
estate for estate tax purposes.
Planning Tip: With a properly drafted trust, the trust maker
can access cash value through policy loans.
Irrevocable life insurance trusts can be individual trusts (which
typically own an individual policy on the trust maker's life) or
they can be joint trusts created by a husband and wife (which
typically own a survivorship policy on both lives).
Planning Tip: Since federal estate tax is typically not due until
the death of the second spouse to die, trust makers often use a
joint trust owning a survivorship policy for estate tax liquidity
purposes. However, a joint trust limits the trust makers' access

to the cash value during lifetime. In these circumstances,
consider an individual trust with the non-maker spouse as
beneficiary.
Conclusion
You can protect your assets from creditors by placing them in a
well-drafted trust, and you can protect your beneficiaries from
claims of creditors and predators by keeping those assets in
trust over the beneficiary's lifetime. By working together with
your other wealth planning professionals, we can ensure that
your planning meets your unique goals and objectives.
To comply with the U.S. Treasury regulations, we must inform you that (i) any U.S.
federal tax advice contained in this newsletter was not intended or written to be
used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal
tax penalties that may be imposed on such person and (ii) each taxpayer should
seek advice from their tax advisor based on the taxpayer's particular circumstances.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about this or any matters relating to estate planning.
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